1948 Jaguar Mark IV
Drop Head Coupe,
courtesy of Daniel Graf.
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PRESIDENT
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From the President Dean Saluti
As we now enter the month of May, JANE
launches into its spring and summer events, the
heart of our season. I know that our Jags are
delighted to escape their garages and barns,
returning to the roads where they belong.
Our Parker’s Maple Syrup Barn Rally, thanks to
Bruce Whitmore and Carl Hanson, has already
served as an early excuse to take the Jags out
for a run.

SECRETARY

TREASURER

town of Sturbridge for a large tent, which was accepted. So now

CONCOURS

HEAD JUDGE

SLALOM

WEBMASTER

Class cars and the older entries under the tent. This is a small number
of vehicles, and so we will also have room for shade and a comfort
oasis for us humans. Thank you, Daniel!
Chief Concours Judge Aldo Cipriano held an outstanding Concours
Judges’ training session with help from our Associate Chief Judge,
Center facility, which was a thoroughly professional venue. Dan Graf,

TRAVELER CONTACT

all in compliance with JCNA standards.
BOARD MEMBERS

THE COVENTRY CAT EDITOR

for us, thanks to Chuck Centore, VP of Events. All JANE communicaPUBLISHER
CIRCULATION

ADVERTISING

An ad in The Coventry Cat
currently reaches over 350 households
with excellent demographics.
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Bay Pointe Waterfront Restaurant in Quincy, assisted by Tom Lars-

their guests. As expected, our South Shore members made a strong
showing and Tom and Mary Finan even drove in from Cape Cod. Our
Continued on page 4
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President’s Message

Continued from page 3

of his award-winning Jaguar Mark IV. We were
astonished at how a pile of rusty old parts

Get ready for next month: we’ll have our

Larz Anderson Auto Museum in Brookline, MA.
by Dan personally. And to think, prior to this Spinelli’s and Pace, two of Boston’s best Italian
And yes, we will serve England’s Boddington ale
at our open beer and wine bar! South Shore DJ
and classic car legend Joe Fasci will be playing

couldn’t be beat!
We have now had our April issue from JANE’s
Cat Editor, Dave Moulton. Dave’s cover last in all the Jaguars on the lawn. If we are lucky,
month was unbelievable! The cover headlined
a spectacular story about Jaguar buying Tata,
GM, Mercedes, etc. He then directed people to
a page number in the Cat that did not exist for
the “full story.” Thank you, Dave, for another together to keep JANE the “biggest and best
Jaguar Club in North America.”
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Membership
by Howard Kalet

our never-ending winter was a great bonus. The tour, food and hospitality

year, thank you Carl and Bruce.
Membership as of April 29 stood at a total of 261 paid members.
We are making slow progress back to our elusive 300 membership level
once again. For those of you who have not renewed for 2018, it’s never
too late to renew your membership for the year!
Our current membership is comprised as follows:
• 244 are Full-Paid Members of JANE.
members.
• We have 12 Guest members that are not included in the paid membership totals. They receive a free
them feel welcome at upcoming events.
• 110 of our members receive the printed version of the Coventry Cat.

• Snail Mail: there has been no returned mail, unchanged from my last report. Accurate database
management is important to minimize mailing costs for JANE and JCNA!
• Email: every month there are a few bounced emails. Your JANE volunteers do their best to provide club
email or snail mail address changes. Updates help all the behind-the-scenes JANE volunteers run our club

• 91 badges are available for sale out of the last order of 100. The price is unchanged at $45 per badge.
Please contact me if you would like a badge.

Paul Stasinos of Plymouth, MA, with his 1968 E-Type Series 1 ½ Coupe.

May 2018
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April Event Report

Bay Pointe Waterfront Restaurant
By Chuck Centore, with discreet edits by, well, The Editor. Photo by the Editor.
Daniel then described the purchase of
what was supposed to be a complete
car (it was dis-assembled, which meant
he would have to take the seller’s word

to say, in his famous opening to the
worst of all possible novels, “It was
a dark and stormy night; the rain
fell in torrents, except at occasional
intervals, when it was checked by
a violent gust of wind which swept
up the marina parking lot (for it is in

however, he found that not only was
the car severely modified by some
past owner (for instance, it had been

among the winterized yachts, and
the sodium lamps that struggled against the darkness.”
Once in a while, cornballs like Sammy Cahn and Ed
Bulwer get it right. While there was no snow either in our
forecast or in fact, Sammy Cahn’s immortal 1945 song, “Let

parts were missing and many of the parts included were parts
for other cars or else duplicates that failed to complete a set

Daniel masterfully wove his tale of dealing with all
certainly summed up how terrible the weather was on
true to Sammy Cahn’s lyrics, our Guest Speaker Daniel
Our meeting room was set for 40 guests and we
away as Marblehead on the North Shore and from East
Orleans on the Cape. There was a good mix of new and

Daniel said, gave him considerable pleasure, along with
less than
all
the missing parts, which took him quite literally all over
phases. As Daniel put it, “When the restoration was

Head Coupe.
So, thank you all for weathering the storm and

by far the greater pleasure.”

you took to get to Quincy, all of which turned out to be
the worst one.
sharing this adventure with the club.
lots of pictures to back up his story.
He began by sharing with us that Jaguar never actually made
a car they called a Mark IV (they simply called it a Jaguar
was introduced, dealers and customers began to refer to the
preceding “Jaguar” as the Mark IV and Jaguar picked it up.
6 The Coventry Cat

Jaguars on the Lawn at Larz Anderson, some Oldies music
to set the mood, a cigar or two, a spring sunset and the
mixed scents of newly-mowed grass and Castrol, and then
a wonderful gathering inside for an all-you-can-eat Italian
”
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UPCOMING EVENTS in MAY and JUNE
Saturday, May 19, 2018, 8:00 AM.
Leonard Street, Belmont Center, MA

Wednesday, May 23rd, 5:30 PM
Larz Anderson Auto Museum, Brookline, MA
Ahhh! Jags On The Lawn. Always a favorite. Dinner
and fun at Larz Anderson Museum. What could be

in a classic car display in Belmont Center. The town
closes down the main street for a wonderful Town room for everyone and the food is delicious. Dean
Day and we display our cars Monterey style, angled
if you have
to the sidewalk. The town provides us with bagels event. Contact Dean at

car shows. The number of spaces on the street is
limited, so please RSVP right away to show your car.
Please describe your car (make, model, year, color,

In-Control Parking Area, OSGOOD LANDING
1600-1650 Osgood Street, North Andover, MA
JANE will host a JCNA-sanctioned Slalom
on June 16th in the North Andover In-Control
email RSVP and include a picture if you can. Looking Parking lot. Rich Hanley and Glen McLachlan
forward to seeing you there!
are our coordinators this year. If you have any
questions or need more information, please
contact Rich at : richhanley@britishbeer.com or
Glen at: tggmclachlan@verizon.net.
Wednesday, June 27, 6:00 PM
Wayside Inn, Sudbury, MA
You know the drill. And if there is any confusion,
Coordinator: Chuck Centore
(cpcentore@comcast.net

XJ6 Big Valve cylinder head. Totally rebuilt with new
valves, springs, tappets and seals. Seats are recut. Has tappet guild hold-down kit installed on exhaust side. Gasket
ternate cams installed
by request. Front of
head can be polished
to resemble early head.
More pictures can be
seen at JAGFIX.com or
by request. Location:
York, Maine.
Ad placed by

Original E-Type gray

handle for OTS & FHC
$790.00
781-837-6272, have
many NOS E-Type parts
for sale
rogershill2@yahoo.
com

207 363 5338 E-mail:
westonkeyes@hotmail.com
May 2018
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A Member’s Jaguar
Text and photos by Don LaHaye
In 1964, I returned home to New Bedford, Massachudriving a VW Bug. I drove by a car dealership and saw the

back home over the course of three gloriously sunny fall
days and never had to raise the top!
I’ve now had the car for 7 years and I love it as much

showroom window! I immediately spun around to get a
top down, red leather interior. I fell in love with this car!
space up high all year round.
found myself barely able to stop from drooling all over it.
Fortunately, the salesman was kind enough to bring me
be a suitable everyday driver. I determined that the best
only in my heart.
car dealership. I was surprised at this since there are no
Jag dealers in Vermont. Immediately, I felt that long-suptransmission rebuild, a fuel pump replacement (it’s located
tained, it didn’t handle as well as I’d expected, and I didn’t
like the colors. Although this car was not the one for me,
I didn’t lose my enthusiasm, and instead began searching

brackets that broke and were replaced with metal ones.
did not break.
My vanity plate depicts the Vermont catamount with

Vermont. Memberships in JANE and Jaguar Clubs of North
in Stowe, Vermont every fall keep me connected to other

it’s truly my dream car.

Eureka! Within a very few weeks, I found my car online at a Toyota dealership in Virginia. I made the deal over
-
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Notes From The Restoration Shop
Text and photos by Paul Bicknell, 2015 XF 3.0 AWD
If you’re like me, you tend to like tradition. You because it’s restored to the originally new appearance,
probably hang on to things for the long term. I expect that

The process takes 4-5 days and the plate can be sent
by UPS or USPS. If a plate is sent, the package should
include a self-addressed return envelope with prepaid
postage or shipping.

ones where you only needed one on the back of the car.
The ones that let you have a snazzy Jaguar-themed plate
on the front. Yah, you know, the license plate that let
you out-smart the red light cameras that take pictures of
the front to capture not only the plate number, but your with a hinged lid, on the porch by the front door, for
refurbished, Michael contacts you to arrange pick-up. Less

there’ll be an envelope with your name on it in that box,

MA 775•BGV before
That’s exactly what Linda and I did last summer. On our
turn the old plate in and return with a new set of plain

before the bridge to the Cape and put the plate from our
on the Cape, we stopped back at the house and picked up
the newly-restored plate and (paraphrasing Billy Crystal

It turns out there’s a guy down in Plymouth named
plates. Michael will, for a grand total of $120, take a plate
in any
stripped to bare metal. It’s then cleaned and restored
to the original condition, complete with appropriate

with no problems whatsoever.
So, if you really are
I recommend that you contact Michael P. Richard at his
email: Alphbtman@aol.com. He’ll send you all of the
Be sure to tell him that you’re from JANE (and that

May 2018
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For Sale

2005 Jaguar X-Type Estate
Have all records since purchase in
2008. 3.0 engine and all-wheel drive.
White with light tan interior. Approx
146,000 miles. Runs well and looks
excellent. $4,000. Bob Doyle, Franklin, MA
rgdoyle12@gmail.com, 508-528-1698.

SALES

*

SERVICE

*

R E S T O RAT I O N

M O T O R C A R S
I N C O R PO RAT E D

333 Cooke Street

*

Plainville, CT 06062

2004 JAGUAR X-TYPE 3.0 AWD
Nice Silver with Black Leather. This is a one-owner truly immaculate vehicle. Loaded with the 17 inch
Alloys, Rear Drop Down Seats, Power Heated Seats, Day/Night Mirror, Digital Climate Control with Key-Less
Entry and Factory Alarm, and just so much more and so much Value. 80K mi. and this AWD is the Perfect All
year Round and mostly a Great Winter vehicle.
Motorcars Incorporated. Jaguar Sales, Service, and Restoration since 1977. 800-899-1055
For multiple pictures and other inventory: www.motorcarsinc.com.
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Parker’s Maple Syrup Run
Text by Brian McMahon
O n J A N E ’s r e c e n t P a r ke r ’s
Our rally masters divided our group
Maple Syrup Run, one of the rally into “Eastern Route” and “Western
directions had us take a right on
Catacunemaug Rd. and asked “What Parker’s Maple Barn in Mason, NH,
“a. Narragansett word for ‘good
water for making beer’
“b. Jaguars are welcome here
“c. Nipmuc word for ‘swampy area’
or

But then we saw “Catania Oils,”
which wholesales vegetable oils
of all kinds and knew that we had
found the rally reference. Many of us

for the 90-minute tours of the house, before realizing that we had to
the instructions clearly identified
streets where we would turn right
or left, as well as specifying both

monument in front. That necessitated
pulling over, stopping, and making a
we proceeded. Later on, “What house

would obviously know the correct
answer, but the rest of us might
reasonably conclude that the JANE well as frequent stops to read markers
rally routes, designed by Bruce and signposts, were asked separately
Whitmore and Carl Hanson, were
actually really welcoming our Jaguars
the rally.
year.
It was BOLO (Be On the Look Out for
April 8 at Johnson’s Dairy Bar in
Groton, Bruce and Carl signed in a
dozen Jaguars and two other-thanJaguars that would be entered in the
rally. We had several XJs, an XF, the
Richardson’s’ XJS, the Braun’s’ Series
1 E-Type, while the Rardins popped
the top on their (and Phoebe the

parking lot, since Western Routers
were asked “What is the price of
premium gas” and we had to find
a gas station and note “$2.85” as
we cruised past. After a turn at
the lights, it was “Who makes the
Movie aficionados may have been
primed to look for a Godfather
reference.

us looking for a log cabin and “What
electrical components are part of
had us counting power-line pole
glass insulators. This area was new
to many of us, who never knew that
narrow, winding roads. Good thing
the rally was conducted on a sunny
Those of us familiar with US Army
history had an advantage when
Western Routers circled around
the huge complex that used to be
“Devens,” the mixed-use home to
some light manufacturing industries.
We did have to stop at the gate for
the Massachusetts Army National
for the answer to “Who is always
also passed by Devens Federal Prison.
I resisted the impulse to wave to
this Club Fed’s current celebrity
inmate, the disgraced former New

At the start, Bruce Whitmore
dispenses sage advice to John and
Sue Frost, while Carl Hanson checks
out cars.
May 2018

with the risibly appropriate name
“Anthony Weiner.”
(Continued on page 12)
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The Run (Continued from page 11)

was an exception to the rally rule
of having us turn only onto named

Red Tails workin’

Just to make sure that we were
paying attention, after turning
you knew the answer, along with the right on MacArthur, we were asked
famous infantryman’s retort, “Yeah,
WWII General of the Army Douglas
our blood and his guts.”

Go ahead. Trump that clue!

after Lieutenant General Arthur wrong turn at about the halfway
MacArthur, his father. Yes, Sonny’s mark, I considered turning back
career outshined Daddy’s with the
during the run to log answers to
questions, as well as to prepare
myself for upcoming turns, was
prudent but time-consuming, and
created its own strategic problem.
Using my Jaguar’s GPS, I determined
that I could break away from the rally
route, head for Parker’s and be there

Show me the way to go to Parker’s
A more difficult question was
“Where might a Tuskeegee Airman

settling their tabs and departing.
Lunch orders at Parker’s were set for
2:30PM and we were strongly warned
in the driving instructions, “Don’t
get stranded out on your route while

squadron that contended with the
Mustangs with red-painted tails. Sure
enough, there was a “Red Tail Golf
Club” that supplied the answer.

late Sunday lunch!” Well, no one has
ever had to call me twice for lunch
Passing through Shirley, MA, we and my super-duper-charged Jaguar
were asked “What engine in hall,” XJR had picked up the scent as well,
so we turned away from the rally
engine, and later “Name of building route, leaped down the direct road to
Thanks, Dad!

already driven by The President to be seated. Mission Accomplished.
Building, it was easy to remember
with its huge wooden sign and its gilt
Red Tails relaxin’
12 The Coventry Cat

Las Vegas may have neon, but we
have carved wood.

(Continued on page 13)
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The Run (Continued from page 12)
This event was a competition,
though, so Bruce and Carl reviewed
for each of the routes. Then they
asked how many of us had made “No
had correctly answered almost all of
Nancy Audin and Dave Kellogg celebrate their Western Championship,
too!
Bruce made sure none of us would
miss Parker’s

during lunch, proving that rallying
a couple tasked with making quick
decisions together. It was clear to all
of us that Bruce and Carl’s extensive
planning and supervision were a

pancakes and French toast, rashers
of bacon, and an unlimited supply of
their pure maple syrup. All 30 of us

successful driving and social event.
Your humble correspondent was
by re-hashing the day’s adventures
further
humbled to receive the
and misadventures, recalling past Carl and Bruce revealing all of our
coveted
“Broken
Spoke Award,” which
JANE events and looking forward to various stupid failures
the new ones on the calendar.
reading of the rally rules, that posited
When the results were complete,
sharing a hearty lunch with your
Bruce and Carl determined that
JANE friends that took priority over
the Eastern Route champions were
Western Route champions were
teams completed the course and

eventually completed. It is popularly
understood that Winston Churchill
victors,” so I am pleased to provide

Rich and Linda Kosinski share various rally landmarks. Well Done!
stories with the Wetzels and the
Kalets

The Richardsons, Susie Brassard, the
Rardins and the Murphys wait for Rich and Linda Kosinski celebrate
their Eastern Championship
May 2018

Your Humbled Humble Correspondent
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2018 Calendar of Events
Note: this calendar only lists dates, times, events, locations and some speakers. For details, see the separate, more
detailed event announcements as they are posted in the Cat. At this point, you will also see that we still have some
tentative or undetermined dates. Stay tuned.

Sat. May 19 - 8:00AM
Wed. May 23 - 5:30PM

Belmont Day Display your car
JANE May Mtg. Jags on the Lawn and Dinner

Belmont Center
Larz Anderson Museum

Sun. June 3 - 9AM

Larz Anderson Museum Members Day

Larz Anderson Museum

Sat. June 16 - 10:30AM

JANE Spring Slalom

In-Control Driver Training
Facility, Andover, MA

Fri. - Sun. June 22 - 24

JCSNE Annual Concours

Lyman Orchards & Meriden, CT
Jct of Rts 147 & 157

Sat. & Sun. July 21-22

Misselwood Concours d’Elegance

Beverly, MA

Sun. July 29 - 1PM

JANE at Myopia Polo Club Matches & Picnic

Hamilton, MA

Fri. - Sun. August 10 - 12

JANE Annual Concours

Sturbridge Host Hotel
Sturbridge, MA

Wed. - Sat. September 6-8

Road Trip to The Glen

Watkins Glen, NY

Sun. September 23 - 9AM-2PM

7th Annual Boston Cup

Boston Common, Boston, MA

Sat. September 29 - 10:30AM

JANE Autumn Slalom

In-Control Driver Training
Facility, Andover, MA

Sun. October 7

Columbus Day Parade

East Boston

November date TBA

Tech Session
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Introducing new members Tony & Kathy Fontaine
Text and photo by Tony Fontaine of Yarmouth, Maine

all, we wanted a driver, not a trailer queen. Having come
Jaguar owners, we thought we’d introduce ourselves to
JANE members.
parked in our garage. As it has been for many years. In a
many pieces.
thusiasts by summer’s end has kindled a fresh hope to
get our 1976 XJ6 Coupe back on the road this summer

Our Series 2 coupe is our third Jaguar, which we
picked up while living in Michigan about 18 years ago.

snow and well-salted winter highways. Driven sparingly
ago when, upon returning from a trip to Prince Edward
Island, we pulled into our driveway with the old girl leakdidn’t belong.

May 2018

cided the coupe would receive the newer XJS 4.0 L drivetrain along with a few other bits and pieces. This heart
transplant is currently underway and should be running

a bare metal re-spray. Then, when completed, at about
lengthy road trips, rallies and other car events.
Other Jags in our past have included an XJS HE and a
Mark 2. The XJS was a surprise for my wife when we lived
in Colorado, it being a low mileage late model used car at
Honda that had been severely damaged by a hail storm.
Unbeknownst to her, I purchased the XJS, drove it to her
she returned the favor by parking a Mark 2 in front of the
house, with a large bow on top. I don’t recall complaining.
Though our location, two hours north of Boston,
in Yarmouth, ME, will probably keep us from regularly

love of some of the most sensuous cars to ever grace the
highways.
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all parts JAGUAR.
SHIPPING

BASED ON PART AVAILABILITY

We specialize in Stock, Performance
and Restoration parts for all Jaguar
models - from the XK120 to the 2016
Jaguar F-Type.

1.800.851.9438
A DIVISION OF

terrysjag.com
IMPORTS

5850 STADIUM DRIVE KALAMAZOO, MI
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From the Editor’s Pit
Fontaine of Yarmouth, Maine introduce
themselves and their 1976 XJ6C, while

your favorite rotary, the story about the
cop, the priest, the Humber and the SS-100.
Remember, it doesn’t have to be true.
Or it can be true. Maybe both. Your choice.
As I keep saying, you’ll never get an easier
opportunity to become a world-renowned
author. Carl Hanson tells me that the royalty

with license plate restoration. And
give it up for Brian McMahon and
his spectacular reminiscence about
capturing the coveted Broken Spoke
at this year’s Parker’s Maple Syrup
Run. Read how it’s done by the pros!

have been simply unbelievable. So, give me
The editor, thinking about
Marvin the Bartender.

out in June. Also in June, unencumbered by popular
The Zen of
. Uh-oh.

fame!
Also, feel free to complain to me about anything,
at d18@moultonlabs.com. And once again, thanks for

summer reading for the Coventry Cat. Light, amusing
See you in May.

May 2018
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s 2ESTORING 8+ MODEL *AGUARS FOR  YEARS
s &INEST UPHOLSTERY AVAILABLE
s /UR MAIL ORDER UPHOLSTERY KITS HAVE ALL THE PARTS
EVEN THE HARD TO MAKE ONES AND THEY lT
BACKED UP BY TOLL FREE INSTALLATION SUPPORT
s %XTENSIVE 0ARTS SELECTION WITH MAIL ORDER WORLD WIDE
s 3ENSIBLE MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
s 7E ALSO WORK WITH MANY OTHER %UROPEAN MARQUES

BASSETT’S

0/ "OX  7YOMING 2HODE )SLAND  53!
4EL     s % MAIL JAGWILLIE BASSETTSINCCOM

www.bassettsinc.com

- New Parts
- Used Parts
- Rebuilt Parts

1-800-875-5247 | www.welshent.com

- 100,000 sq ft facility

The largest independent retailer of new, used
& rebuilt Jaguar spares since 1965

3 pm ship that day

- Orders placed before

Proud supporter of the JCNA
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FASTEST GROWING
AUTOMOTIVE BRAND
IN THE U.S. IN 2016
†

This year, we’re ready to start where we left off, because we’re
not ones to rest on our laurels. Our lineup of high-performance
vehicles backed by Jaguar EliteCare Best-In-Class coverage*
has us poised to keep leaping ahead.
JAGUAR NORWOOD
449 NEPONSET ST
NORWOOD, MA 02062
781-619-9000
WWW.JAGUARNORWOOD.COM

Vehicles Shown: 2017 Jaguar XE R-Sport, 2017 Jaguar XF R-Sport, 2017 Jaguar F-PACE First Edition. European license plates shown. †Claim based on number of new
Jaguar vehicles sold in the U.S. from January to December 2016 as compared to number of Jaguar vehicles sold during calendar year 2015 (+116%), and compared against
reported U.S. sales figures by automobile manufacturers for the same time periods. *Class is cars sold by luxury automobile brands and claim is based on total package of
warranty, maintenance and other coverage programs. For complete details regarding Jaguar EliteCare coverage, please visit JAGUARUSA.COM, call 1.855.JAGUARUSA /
1.855.524.8278 or visit your local Jaguar Retailer. © 2017 Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

Place
Stamp
Here

Jaguar Association of New England
329 Box
Ross692027
Corner Rd• Shapleigh,
ME02269
04076
P.O.
Quincy, MA

Mailing Label
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